Abstract: Adaptive biometric systems have received a recent spurt in biometric community. These systems have the additional capability to adapt themselves using biometric data available during the system's operation. Although several studies have been proposed in this field, no conclusive evidences can be drawn about the expected performance gain on making the biometric system adaptive. This is due to the adoption of different and inappropriate databases, protocols and tools for evaluating adaptive biometric systems. This paper presents a benchmarking study to facilitate fair comparison and independent replication of the results from different research groups. To this aim, this paper describes DIEE multi-modal database consisting of face and fingerprint biometrics and a protocol tailored for adapting as well as evaluating adaptive biometric systems. In addition, several tools for evaluating and visualising the performance gain on making the biometric system adaptive are provided as well. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to benchmark database, protocol and tools for evaluating adaptive biometric systems operating in verification mode.
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Introduction
Increasing security concerns ranging from individual identity theft to corporate and national security are driving the biometric market (Jain et al., 2007) . Whilst this technology continues to expand, an intrinsic characteristic of the technology is that system error rate simply cannot attain absolute zero. The major cause of these errors is the presence of substantial variations in the available operational data. The cause of these variations can be due to vulnerable acquisition conditions (i.e., uncontrolled environment) like pose changes, illumination variations, human sensor interactions, occlusions, etc. (Jain et al., 2007) . As a consequence, significant miss-match errors result due to temporary variations (such as expression, pose variations) in the input data. Apart from these being biological tissues in nature, biometric traits change over time, causing temporal and permanent changes in the operational biometric data.
In contrary to this, enrolment samples (templates) are often acquired in a controlled environment and are usually very few, mostly single image (Jain et al., 2007) . As an important consequence, the enrolled samples become un-representative of the intra-class variation of the input operational data. This is due to the compound effect of limited enrolment samples and the intra-class variations (both temporary and temporal) in the input biometric data. Evidences of performance degradation as a result of limited enrolment samples together with the presence of variations in the operational data abound (Tan et al., 2006; Flynn et al., 2003) .
Standard solutions to deal with the issue of template representativeness are: a re-enrolment sessions at fixed time interval b multi-biometrics (Ross et al., 2006) c feature invariance/signal restoration schemes (for instance, illumination normalisation scheme for face biometric) (Zhou et al., 2007) d virtual biometric synthesis (for instance, pose correction, age transformation techniques) (Patterson et al., 2006) .
Solution (a) may cause user inconvenience, (b) may fail to adapt to temporal changes in the biometric traits and (c) or (d) may be prone to estimation or fitting errors. A promising way is to auto-update the templates to the variation of query samples available during the operational phase (Rattani et al., 2009 (Rattani et al., , 2013 Poh et al., 2012) . These systems are termed as adaptive biometric systems. The adopted learning mechanism is based on semi-supervised learning (Zhu, 2008) . Semi-supervised learning is a machine learning technique based on the joint use of labelled and unlabeled data in boosting the classifier's performance. However, one drawback of this learning technique can be that misclassification errors cause impostor intrusion into the updated template set. Accumulation of impostor samples in the user's template gallery could be counter-productive to the performance of the biometric system. As a consequence, most of the adaptive biometric systems use only the highly confidently classified genuine samples for template adaptation.
The type of data used for adaptation can also make a difference. In particular, in a video-based biometrics, one can exploit the fact that the person whose biometric trait being sampled remains same for the entire video sequence (Connolly et al., 2010) . This is since each consecutive pair of images in the sequence are a fraction of second apart from each other. This property cannot be exploited for still image-based biometric systems where the identity of the user has to be inferred for each input image. Consequently, this is a harder problem. We are interested in the problem of adaptation for a biometric system based on still input (query) images. Template adaptation using video sequence is out of the scope of this manuscript.
Recently, adaptive biometrics have received significant attention from the research community (Rattani et al., 2008a (Rattani et al., , 2008b (Rattani et al., , 2009 (Rattani et al., , 2013 Uludag et al., 2004; Jiang and Ser, 2002; Ryu et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2003; Roli and Marcialis, 2006; Roli et al., 2007; Pavani et al., 2009; Amayeh et al., 2009; Poh et al., 2010 Poh et al., , 2012 Garca and Perales, 2008; Gayar et al., 2006; Martinez and Fuentes, 2003; Giot et al., 2011; Freni et al., 2008; Marcialis et al., 2008) . This research direction is expected to gain further momentum because of its key promulgated advantages: one no longer needs to collect large number of input samples during the enrolment session, re-enrolment sessions are no longer necessary instead, input data available during the system operation is used for adaptation. These conveniences can significantly reduce the cost of maintaining a biometric system.
Despite these existing studies, it is not straight forward to compare two adaptive biometric systems. This is because current papers adopt different databases with different types of variations for instance, either illumination or expression changes for face biometrics (Rattani et al., 2009) . Moreover, most of the adopted datasets are assembled over a short time span and contain limited number of samples per user. As an important consequence, performance of an adaptive biometric system cannot be evaluated over a long time span.
Although a number of independent European projects have contributed several multi-biometric databases, e.g., the BANCA (Bailly-Bailliere et al., 2003) , XM2VTS (Luttin, 1998) etc., none of these databases fulfil the requirements to study the problem of adaptive biometric systems.
Specifically, a database appropriate for studying adaptive biometric systems should exhibit the following characteristics:
• large number of temporary (occurring due to uncontrolled environment), and temporal variations (occurring due to the lapse of time)
• longitudinal database consisting of large number of samples per user, collected in different sessions over a period of time
• maintenance of the chronological order of time for the collected samples.
Furthermore, most of the papers adopt different protocols for the evaluation of adaptive biometric systems (Rattani et al., 2009) . In other words, existing studies differ in experimental attributes such as number of initial enrolled templates used, threshold parameter set for input sample selection and adaptation, assumption of impostor attack, adopted mode of adaptation, i.e., online or offline etc. These mentioned parameters (attributes) have direct influence on the obtained performance gain of the adaptive over the baseline biometric system. As a consequence, existing adaptive biometric systems cannot be compared and the expected performance gain on making the biometric system adaptive cannot be gauged (Rattani et al., 2009) .
The aim of this manuscript is to present a benchmarking study for adaptive biometric systems. Accordingly, the contributions of this manuscript are as follows:
• Benchmarking DIEE multi-biometric database explicitly collected for studying the problem of adaptive biometric systems. This database can be obtained by contacting the authors.
• Benchmarking protocol that simulates the process of adaptation in real biometric systems.
• Standardising tools for evaluating and visualising the performance gain of adaptive biometric systems.
For this benchmarking study, we consider biometric systems operating in verification mode (1:1) and the system only adapts to operational data samples available as still images. The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 explains adaptive biometric systems, its different types of learning algorithms and experimental protocol attributes that make existing adaptive systems incomparable. Section 3, details the multi-biometric test-bed and the proposed protocol. Section 4, describes various tools for quantising and visualising the performance gain on making the biometric system adaptive. Example experimental results are presented in Section 5.
Adaptive biometric systems
While a non-adaptive biometric system has two processes, namely, enrolment and matching, an adaptive biometric system has an additional process called adaptation or updating process. The aim of the adaptation process is to continuously adapt the biometric system to the intra-class variation (temporary as well as temporal) of the input operational data (Rattani et al., 2009 ). This can be done by updating the matching parameters, templates stored in the system database, or both. This paper focus on template adaptation by augmenting the user's template gallery with the genuinely classified input samples for the biometric systems operating in verification mode (1:1).
Note that temporary variations in the biometric data, for instance, changes in pose, expression, illumination, occlusions due to user accessories, are not the genuine changes. However, they cause disproportionate contribution to false reject rate (FRR) due to the limited representation capability of the enrolled templates. In fact, the literature has shown that complete invariance to temporary changes (for instance pose variations) cannot be attained and the process even introduce artefacts to the data (transformed and pose corrected image) due to the estimation error (Blanz and Vetter, 2003) . However, until a perfect pose, expression correction algorithms are found, our conventional wisdom suggests to handle these variations through learning and adaptation.
Self-and co-update are the commonly adopted algorithms from semi-supervised learning for adapting uni-and multi-biometric systems (Rattani et al., 2009) , respectively. Next, we briefly describe the basic self-and co-update algorithms for biometric system adaptation.
Self-updating
In self-updating procedure (Rattani et al., 2008a (Rattani et al., , 2009 (Rattani et al., , 2013 , a biometric system is trained with an initial set of enrolled templates named T. A batch of samples, U, is available during the system's operation (Roli and Marcialis, 2006 ) over a period of time. Among all the samples in U, only those samples whose matching score on comparison with the enrolled templates exceed a given updating threshold (thr * ) (i.e., highly confidently classified samples) are used to update the enrolled templates. This is done to reduce the probability of impostor introduction (false acceptance) into the updated template set (Ryu et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2003; Roli and Marcialis, 2006) . This procedure is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1
Self-update algorithm 1 Given:
• T = {t 1 ,…,t M } is the template set.
• U = {u 1 ,…,u N } is the adaptation set.
• U * = φ is an empty set.
2 Estimate thr * on T
However, recent works argue that usage of only highly confidently classified samples for adaptation may result in capture of samples that are quite similar to the enrolled templates. At the same time, discarding samples representing substantial variations (Rattani et al., 2009 ). On the other hand, on relaxing the updating threshold, the system may become prone to classification errors and update the enrolled templates using impostor samples (Rattani et al., 2008a (Rattani et al., , 2009 ).
Co-updating
Co-updating process uses mutual and complementary help of two biometric systems to adapt themselves. Each system, trained on initial enrolled templates, classifies the input data. For each highly confidently classified sample, the respective system teaches the other one by adding the corresponding sample to its template set (Rattani et al., 2008b (Rattani et al., , 2009 . A unique advantage of co-update over self-update is that templates can be updated using samples with very drastic changes. As the two biometric systems are conditionally independent, one system's highly confident data are i.i.d samples for the other system (Roli et al., 2007; Rattani et al., 2008b) .
For instance, in an audio-visual system, face-based system can confidently update its template even if the query face sample shows significant pose changes, provided the complementary speech modality has a very high confidence in determining the authenticity. However, co-updating may fail to recognise a real change if all the modalities show variation, for e.g., the seasonal cough can cause a weary face simultaneously with a temporary changed vocal tract. However, this is a very rare situation.
Co-updating procedure is presented in Algorithm 2, where T b0 and T b1 are the template sets and U b0 and U b1 are the input batches of samples for b0 and b1 modalities (for example, fingerprint and face). Similar to self-update, a sample is highly confidently classified if its matching score on comparison with the enrolled templates is above the set threshold thr b0 * and thr b1* .
Algorithm 2
Co-update algorithm 1 Given modalities b0 and b1:
as the template sets. 2 Estimate thr b0 * on T b0 and thr b1 * on T b1 .
Attributes related to experimental protocol: existing literature
For the evaluation of the adaptive biometric systems, usually three subset of the image database is used: training, adaptation and evaluation (Rattani et al., 2009; Poh et al., 2012) . Training set acts as an initial enrolled templates and adaptation set is used for updating the templates. Performance of the adaptive biometric system is evaluated on the test set. Comparative assessment of the adaptive and baseline system (without adaptation) is done by evaluating their performances on the same test set. Next, the attributes related to experimental protocol that make different adaptive biometric systems incomparable are mentioned as follows:
• Number of initial enrolled templates: a biometric system trained with different number of enrolled templates exhibit different baseline performance. As a result, performance of the biometric system trained on different number of enrolled templates will not be comparable on adaptation.
• Assumption of impostor attack or not: impostor attacks are assumed by introducing impostor samples in the adaptation set (U and U a,b in Algorithms 1 and 2). This assumption enables the study of counter-productive effect on adaptation using impostor samples.
• Online or offline adaptation: Online adaptive systems adapt themselves as soon as the input sample is available. On the other hand, offline methods adapt themselves after the batch of input samples have been collected over a fixed time period. In contrary to offline methods, online methods adhere to chronological ordering of samples as a function of time.
• Sequence of presentation of genuine and impostor samples: The sequence of presentation of samples in U and U a,b (in the Algorithms 1 and 2) plays an important role for online adaptive biometric systems. A system updated using genuine samples followed by the impostors will report more and biased performance improvement over the system updated using the random sequence of genuine and impostor samples. This is due to the fact that the probability of impostor intrusion decreases on adaptation using genuine sequence first (Rattani et al., 2009 ).
• Update threshold criterion: This criterion determine how aggressive or conservative a learning strategy should be. As commonly adopted algorithms (like self-and co-update) update the templates only if the matching score of input sample exceed the updating threshold (i.e., thr* and thr b0,b1 for Algorithms 1 and 2). Performance of these adaptive systems differ on varying the updating threshold . Further, these thresholds can be computed on the global or user-specific basis. On the global basis, threshold is computed for the system as a whole, i.e., the same threshold is applied for each user. For user-specific basis, threshold is computed independently for each user. In Marcialis et al. (2008) , authors further reported that adaptive biometric system based on user-specific threshold results in higher performance than global threshold. For the sake of completeness, Rattani et al. (2008a Rattani et al. ( , 2012 propose graph-based adaptation schemes, based on min-cut and harmonic function, that bypass the need of updating threshold. However, majority of the existing systems are based on self-and co-update or their variant.
Next, we describe the parameters of the experimental protocol that are directly related to the size of the adopted biometric database as follows:
• Number of samples used for adaptation: Size of the database is described as number of subjects (m) and samples per subject (n) (in m × n format). Size of the database directly determines the number of samples used for adaptation.
• Type of intra-class variations: Eventual capture of the temporal variance is possible only if the large number of samples are collected at different time slots over a long time span (Rattani et al., 2008a (Rattani et al., , 2008b (Rattani et al., , 2009 Pavani et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2003; Martinez and Fuentes, 2003) . Databases collected over short time span can capture only temporary variations (as a result of changes in pose, illumination conditions, etc.) (Amayeh et al., 2009; Roli and Marcialis, 2006) .
• Number of update cycles: Each adaptation process on the availability of the input batch of samples is referred to as an update cycle. Existing adaptive biometric systems are evaluated over few update cycles (usually one or two) (Amayeh et al., 2009; Roli and Marcialis, 2006; Rattani et al., 2008a Rattani et al., , 2008b . This is mainly due to the adopted small-sized database. For biometric recognition systems involving longer terms, adaptation and performance assessment involving multiple update cycles is more realistic.
• Performance gain assessment: The methods present in the literature have adopted the following technique for assessing the performance of adaptive biometric systems. These techniques are as follows: 1 Joint test and adapt: with templates updated with U t batch of samples available at time t. On the availability of U t+1 sample (or batch), the same data is first used for the evaluation of the progressive performance of the templates updated till batch U t and then updating the templates (Ryu et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2003; Roli and Marcialis, 2006) . 2 Separate test and adapt: with templates updated with U t samples. Next available sample U t+1 (or batch) is used only to assess the performance of the system updated till U t . Updating is performed using the following next batch of samples, i.e., U t+2 (Roli et al., 2007; Rattani et al., 2008a; Martinez and Fuentes, 2003) .
The followed performance gain assessment approach is dependent on the size of the adopted database. Joint test and adapt strategy is convenient for the systems with limited memory and database size.
In Table 1 , we give a representative list of the existing adaptive biometric systems based on the above mentioned attributes related to the experimental protocol. Rattani et al. (2008a) , Giot et al. (2011) and Marcialis et al. (2008) followed the random sequence of genuine and impostor samples for adaptation. Ryu et al. (2006) analysed all the three techniques for input sample presentation, i.e., genuine sequence first, impostor sequence first and random sequence. Ryu et al. (2006) mentioned that performance of the adaptive biometric system differs for different sample presentation techniques. Jiang and Ser (2002) , Ryu et al. (2006) , Liu et al. (2003) and Roli et al. (2007) follow joint test and adapt strategy and references (Uludag et al., 2004; Rattani et al., 2008a; Pavani et al., 2009; Gayar et al., 2006; Roli and Marcialis, 2006) follow separate test and adapt strategy. In fact, most of the existing systems did not explicitly mention the evaluation methodology followed, i.e., whether separate test and adapt (STA) or joint test and adapt (JTA) performance assessment techniques. These studies have been bifurcated into STA and JTA by the authors. Most of the studies did not assume impostor attacks for the evaluation of the adaptive systems, for instance, Poh et al. (2010) , Gayar et al. (2006) , Uludag et al. (2004) , Roli and Marcialis (2006) and Jiang and Ser (2002) . As a consequence, the reported performance gain has been over-estimated due to non-inclusion of the impostor samples into the adaptation set used for template update. Please note that some of the existing papers even did not explicitly and clearly indicated the training, evaluation and the test set (Rattani et al., 2009 ). Further, enlisted adaptive biometric systems (in Table 1 ) have set the update threshold criterion in the range [0, 1]% FAR, i.e., from stringent to moderate. As a result, these systems differ in their capability in capturing samples and their vulnerability to impostor intrusion.
Furthermore, it can be noticed that databases like UMIST, FVC-Db, BANCA, AR, as adopted in the existing adaptive biometric systems, contain limited number of samples per person. Figure 1 shows the histogram of number of samples per subject from the databases adopted in existing literature. This figure shows that most of the existing studies adopted databases with samples per person in the range [10, 20] . As a result, these databases have captured only temporary variations (i.e., no temporal variations) making them inappropriate for studying the problem of adaptation. In fact, certain adopted databases also contain very limited type of temporary variations. For instance, UMIST face database contain only pose variations (i.e., no illumination or expression variations, etc). Some of the authors have self-collected databases (indicated as home-made database in the table (Ryu et al., 2006; Garca and Perales, 2008 ) over a medium time span to study the problem of adaptive biometric systems. However, these databases are not released in the public domain. Other recently available databases like MOBIO and NIST either contain video sequence or insufficient number of samples per person, making them inappropriate for evaluating static image-based adaptive biometric systems.
To sum up, it can be seen from Table 1 that attributes such as database size, number of initial enrolled samples, assumption of impostor attack and the adopted performance assessment approach are not consistent across different studies (Jiang and Ser, 2002; Ryu et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2003; Roli and Marcialis, 2006; Roli et al., 2007) . In fact, most of the existing studies have adopted small-sized databases containing only limited type of temporary variations. Thus, there exist a need for benchmarking database and protocol for the comparative assessment of the existing adaptive biometric systems in the literature. Notes: It can be seen that most of the studies adopted databases with samples per person in the range [10; 20] . Thus the adopted databases have not captured temporal variations over medium/ long time span and are inappropriate for the study of adaptive biometric systems.
DIEE multi-biometric dataset and protocol
This section describes DIEE multi-biometric dataset and the experimental protocol for adaptive biometric systems.
DIEE multi-biometric database: face and fingerprints
The DIEE multi-biometric database is collected with an aim to standardise the platform and to integrate multi-disciplinary research efforts for adaptive biometric systems that uses still images for template adaptation. This multi-biometric dataset consists of face, index and thumbprint modalities from 49 subjects (users). Most of the subjects are the university undergraduate and graduate students. Users are not trained before the data collection and usually were non-cooperative. The database is collected over a span of 1.5 years in ten sessions. Face images are captured using CANON camera and fingerprint images are captured using biometrika fingerprint sensor. The details regarding database characteristics are given in Table 2 . 
Note: The chronological ordering of samples are maintained for each session as indicated with the image number.
In each session, different types of temporary variations are captured for each modality. The sequence of covariates (temporary variations) captured in a single session for face images are listed in Table 3 . Chronological ordering of the samples are maintained for each session. Figure 2 demonstrate the sequence of facial images captured in a single session for a randomly selected subject. For fingerprint, no specific sequence is followed but temporary variations like rotation towards left, rotation towards right, partial print and possible non-linear skin deformations are introduced in each session as shown in Figure 3 . 
Two consecutive sessions are captured in about three weeks time, thus capturing temporal variations as well. Figure 4 shows the example face images taken from the different sessions of a randomly selected subject. Visual inspection confirms the presence of temporal variation (ageing, see Figure 4 ). In Table 4 , we summarise the performance of baseline face and fingerprint system. The scores for each modality are computed using Verifinger and Verilook SDK. This baseline performance is computed by comparing the enrolled samples with rest of the remaining samples from different batches. The number of enrolled samples is two, taken from the first session and matched to 98 test samples from the remaining different sessions. Accordingly, genuine and impostor scores account to be 180 and 8,640 respectively, for each subject in the database. The baseline error [equal error rate (EER)] for face, index finger and thumbprint modalities are 27.47%, 13.72% and 9.49%, respectively. Though rarely mentioned, performance of the baseline system (without adaptation) is an important indicative of the appropriateness of the database for the study of adaptive biometric systems. Specifically, very low baseline error indicates that initial enrolled templates are well representative of the variations of the remaining samples of the users. Accordingly, the adaptation process may not be required. On the contrary, high baseline error is an ideal condition for studying the process of adaptation. High baseline error for each of the modalities in the dataset (Table 4) 
Note: On the visual inspection, the presence of temporal variations (ageing effect) is clearly visible across sessions. Apart from the high baseline error, attributes of this proposed DIEE multi-biometric database such as:
1 large number of samples per subject 2 presence of both temporary as well as temporal variations 3 maintenance of the chronological ordering of sessions (the sessions are maintained in the order of time) and samples within each session makes this database appropriate for the study of adaptive biometric systems.
Note that due to the maintenance of chronological ordering of samples, both the online and offline versions of the adaptive biometric systems may be evaluated on this database.
A unified protocol for adaptive biometric systems
Section 2.3 presented several protocol attributes due to which existing adaptive biometric systems cannot be compared. In this light, we next describe a protocol which fixes the experimental attributes causing different experiments to be comparable. Further, this protocol simulates template adaptation for real biometric systems. Let U i represent an input batch of samples captured at session i. For instance, the batch U 1 consist of samples from the first session.
• Training:
1 The system is trained with two enrolled samples per user from the first session, i.e., batch U 1 . In other words T ⊂ U 1 and U 1 is re-defined as U 1 = U 1 \ T. Two templates are used in order to represent 'moderate' initial conditions for the baseline classifier.
2 Updating threshold is set by estimating genuine and impostor score distributions from T.
• Adaptation:
1 At each updating cycle i, batch U i i ∈ [1, 8] when available at slot i is used for updating the template set of the respective user using Algorithms 1 and 2.
2 In order to simulate a realistic scenario where the probability of impostor attack is quite possible, five random impostor samples are introduced into each batch U i .
3 Score for each input sample with the template T are always computed using the mean rule (Ross et al. (2006) ).
4 Templates are updated by augmenting the existing template set with the genuine classified input samples (i.e., T = T ∪ U*, Algorithm 1) (Rattani et al., 2009 ). Further, offline template (selection) management strategies may be applied over the updated template set in order to obtain the reduced number of templates (Freni et al., 2008) . The use of offline template selection schemes are beyond the scope of this manuscript.
5 Updating threshold is re-estimated on the updated template set using the method similar to that adopted during training.
• Performance assessment:
1 Joint test and adapt strategy is adopted for performance assessment. This strategy makes the best use of available samples per user basis (Rattani et al., 2009 ). 2 Accordingly, after updating using the batch U i , i.e., after each updating cycle i, batch U i+1 where i + 1 ∈ [2, 9] is first used for testing the system performance. Batch U i+1 of the same user is used for evaluating the genuine score distribution. Batch U i+1 of all the other users is used for evaluating the impostor score distribution. 3 The performance of the system is gauged using EER after each update cycle i, i.e., EER i . 4 After the evaluation of the system, the same batch U i+1 is used for the process of adaptation.
In comparison to the existing studies, the proposed protocol has the following properties:
• Fixes the initial number of enrolled templates: this is important as the baseline system trained on the fixed number of samples will exhibit the same initial performance. Training the classifier with few samples (two) from the first session will simulate the realistic condition where limited enrolment samples are available for training the classifier. • Reserves session implications: i.e., first session is used for training the classifier and rest others for adaptation and testing.
• Maintain the chronological ordering of the samples within session and between the sessions acquired at different time slots.
• Considers the probability of impostor attacks: As five random impostor samples are included into the adaptation set used for template adaptation. Efficacy of the adaptive biometric system to the misclassification errors and adaptation using impostor samples can be taken into account after the update process is complete. Impact of misclassification error is assessed on examining EER value and visual inspection of the updated template set after each update cycle.
• Allows evaluation over multiple update cycles: Thanks to the adopted database and mentioned protocol, efficacy of the adaptive biometric systems can be evaluated over nine update cycles. In other words, performance of the adaptive biometric systems can be evaluated over nine independent test batch of samples available at different time stamps.
Many of the previous studies have adopted different values for the above mentioned attributes in their experimental analysis. As a consequence, either efficacy of the adaptation procedure cannot be simulated in the real operational environment or existing adaptive systems cannot be compared. To this front, we propose to benchmark the mentioned protocol as it has the potential to simulate the real biometric system. Possible adoption of the mentioned protocol will enable straight forward comparison of the adaptive biometric systems from different research groups. Importantly, cross-validation is not applicable for the evaluation of the adaptive biometric system (Rattani et al., 2013) . Because samples (images) used for adaptation should exhibit temporary as well as temporal variations by maintaining the chronological ordering of the time. Reservation of the session implication and maintenance of the chronological ordering of time is not possible through cross-validation. Therefore, performing cross-validation will negate the merits of the adopted database and will fail to simulate the process of adaptation in the real operational environment. Further, note that the aim of the authors is not to propose a new protocol, but to highlight the merit of the existing protocol with the aim of benchmarking it.
Tools for performance evaluation
Supposing that a biometric system adopts an updating strategy, the following two pressing questions need to be addressed for evaluating the efficacy of adaptation:
• How much gain in the performance is expected? This in turn is dependent on the ability to capture operational data with drastic changes.
• Does this justify the risk of adopting the wrongly labelled samples (impostors)? Accordingly, • performance assessment metrics
• analysis of the updated template sets should be adopted for the evaluation of the efficacy of the adaptive biometric systems. Next, we mention these measures in detail as follows:
Performance assessment metric
Majority of the state-of-the-art adaptive biometric methods have adopted the metrics of the traditional biometric system for the performance evaluation of the adaptive biometric systems.
In particular, EER and rank-one recognition performance are quoted in the existing studies. EER quantifies the probability of error at an operating threshold where the rate of false acceptance is equal to that of false rejection. EER is often quoted in a biometric verification scenario (Jain et al., 2007) . The rank-one recognition performance, on the other hand, is quoted in a biometric identification scenario (Jain et al., 2007) . It is defined as the probability of the target user indeed ranked top from the gallery of registered users.
However, only few of the research papers have explicitly quoted the obtained (%) performance gain of the adaptive biometric system over the baseline. In this paper, we define the performance gain as the amount of relative improvement with respect to the baseline system. We recommend the use of this secondary metrics, i.e., performance gain metric, for the fair comparison of the adaptive over baseline biometric system.
In order to handle differences in the basic adaptive systems, we propose a modification in the equation of the performance gain metric. For example, for the systems quoting EER, performance gain can be evaluated as:
where EER a denotes the performance of the adaptive biometric system and EER b is the performance of the baseline system. Using this metric, the obtained performance gain of the adaptive biometric system over baseline can be explicitly reported in the research papers. This metric will allow fair comparison of the adaptive biometric systems following different mode of operation like verification or identification.
Analysis of the updated template set
The expected performance gain is related to the capability of the adaptive biometric system in capturing large number of samples with substantial intra-class variations. Thus, analysis of the updated template set will provide information/statistics indicating the efficacy of the adaptive biometric system in capturing variations. However, only few of the existing papers report statistics from the analysis of the updated template set (Rattani et al., 2008a (Rattani et al., , 2008b Roli and Marcialis, 2006) for instance (%) of samples captured, (%) of impostor introduced, etc. On the other hand, these statistics should be accompanied with the experimental evaluation for in-depth insight into the efficacy of the proposed adaptive biometric systems.
Therefore, we propose to include the following statistics to facilitate the analysis of the behaviour and effectiveness of the updating algorithm:
• (%) of samples captured by the adaptive biometric system over time for each update cycle (Rattani et al., 2008a (Rattani et al., , 2008b • (%) of subjects affected by impostor intrusion (Rattani et al., 2008a (Rattani et al., , 2008b Marcialis et al., 2008) .
• (%) of subjects not updated .
• variance of the score statistics on the pair-wise comparison of the enrolled templates (Rattani et al., 2008a (Rattani et al., , 2008b .
Thus, we recommend the analysis of the updated template set to provide more insight into the functioning of the adaptation techniques.
Plots for performance visualisation
Similarly, the graphical plots illustrating the performance of the adaptive over baseline system should show the capability of the adaptive system in capturing samples and analysing the performance gain as a function of updated templates (i.e., number of captured samples) over time. However, majority of the papers do not report these plots. In fact, majority of the papers did not perform evaluation of the adaptive biometric systems over time. This is due to the unavailability of the large multimodal databases collected over a long time span. Thanks to the availability of the DIEE database, performance of the adaptive biometric system can be evaluated over time and the following statistics can be reported as follows:
• EER vs. number of samples used for adaptation: This plot can be used to illustrate the performance of adaptive system as a function of number of samples appended to the template set over time. This plot can be used to infer the stage at which augmenting the training set increases, stabilises or reduces the performance of the system.
• EER vs. update cycles: This plot can be used to analyse EER as a function of update cycles. The performance of the adaptive system can be analysed over time for each update cycle. In addition, performance of the baseline can also be compared with the performance of adaptive biometric system .
Example experimental results on the DIEE multi-biometric dataset
This section presents example experimental results giving a uniform view of the performance of the state-of-the-art template update algorithms like self-and co-update by using mentioned protocol and tools in Sections 3 and 4.
Using the mentioned dataset and the protocol, performance of the existing self-and co-update-based adaptive biometric system can be evaluated over time (Rattani et al., 2009 ) using EER vs. update cycle as well as EER vs. number of samples appended at each update cycle. Note: It can be seen that performance gain owing to adaptation is not much however the biometric classifier attains stability over time. Figure 5 shows the performance of self-updating procedure for index and thumbprint biometrics using EER vs. update cycle plot. Performance of the self-adaptive system is also compared with the baseline matcher evaluated on the same test bed. The threshold for adaptation is set at 0.001% FAR. X axis shows the update cycles and Y axis shows the obtained EER (EER %). Apart from performance assessment, analysis of updated template set provides important information for evaluating the efficacy of the adaptive systems. The obtained statistics reflect on the ability of template update scheme in capturing large number of samples for adaptation and its vulnerability to impostor intrusion. However, most of the previous studies did not report this statistics (Rattani et al., 2009; Uludag et al., 2004; Jiang and Ser, 2002; Ryu et al., 2006) , also most of the papers did not mention the percentage of the users affected by impostors intrusion due to non-inclusion of impostor attack during the process of adaptation. Table 5 present statistics regarding the percentage of users affected by impostor intrusion and percentage of users not updated at all for self-updating algorithm. These statistical measures are computed on the analysis of the updated template set for each user in the database. Figure 6 shows the performance assessment of co-updating for face and fingerprint modalities over time using EER vs. update cycle curve. The performance of co-updating is also compared with the performance of self-updating-based technique. Legend 'fusion' in the subfigure [ Figure 6 (a)] correspond to performance of co-update face and fingerprint (multi-biometric) system fused at score level using the simple sum rule. Most of the existing studies, could not report evaluation of the adaptive biometric system over time due to the adopted database and the protocol (Rattani et al., 2009; Uludag et al., 2004; Ryu et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2003; Roli and Marcialis, 2006) . Evaluation over time indicates the capability of life long learning for adaptive biometric systems. Further, variance in the performance of adaptive system on evaluation over different test set (available over time) can be analysed using the adopted tools.
These experimental results indicate that operation at the stringent threshold, in order to avoid the possibility of adaptation using impostor samples, strongly impacts on the benefits achieved by self-training algorithm. Hence, self-updating may capture limited amount of samples and may result in limited performance improvement over time. Co-updating, on the other hand, using mutual and complimentary help of bi-modal systems can capture drastic changes in the input samples. Thus, irrespective of the stringent threshold settings and representativeness of the initial enrolled samples, coupdating guarantees enhanced and stable performance over time. 
Conclusions
In order to establish a common platform for adaptive biometric systems, this paper proposed an appropriate DIEE multi-biometric dataset and a protocol with the aim of benchmarking them. The described DIEE multi-biometric database contains different type of temporary as well as temporal variations collected in different sessions, reserves session implication, maintains the chronological ordering of samples within each session and has the high baseline error for each modality. The time span of the database collection is 1.5 years. All these attributes mark this database appropriate for the study of adaptive biometric systems. Besides this dataset, the proposed protocol provides the fair evaluation and comparison of template update techniques over time, and the related tools allow quantitative evaluation of the performance gain obtained on making the biometric system. This benchmarking study will facilitate fair comparison and independent replication of the results from different research groups.
